
READING AND WRITING A FILE USING JAVASCRIPT

Edit(2): You can read files client side now with HTML5: Browser-side javascript doesn't have permission to write to the
client machine without.

If anyone has a FF workable version in Java please mention. Ujjwal Soni thanks for these codes! Become
JavaScript expert in 10 hours or less, with JavaScript Editor 's step-by-step hands-on tutorials. I was playing
with my perfect script for a whole day on IE7 with Vista and it was really frustrating because I could double
click on the ". Why not use your knowledge of JavaScript for batch processing of local files and other
common tasks? Diego October 22, This is an interesting thread btw. Example 1 using extensions : Reading a
file 2. The libraries are compiled, rated and maintained by JavaScriptDeveloper. I tried every conceivable
security setting, code tweak, zone. Designing stunning web applications and pages is quick and effortless with
JavaScript Editor. Copy and paste the code below 3. It can handle everything from designing tools like the
pregnancy calculator. Using a web page and ActiveX objects Internet Explorer only Using ActiveX objects
gives you many possibilities, but there are two distinct disadvantages: You need a web page to run your
JavaScript, and ActiveX objects only work with the Internet Explorer browser. I can not use this code to write
to the C: I blame Vista , but that is an insignificant problem - just write it to a subdirectory instead. The code
can create the file but it is blank. Shaun Bliss, Blissweb March 5, Hi people, I've been trying to use these
codes, but they don't actually write to the file. Currently there are two ways to do it: 1. Well, you can! I'm
assuming that it couldn't transform the input into text before trying to write it, but the code below works
perfectly. Nothin' worked.


